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ON THE TOPOLOGY OF COMPACT AFFINE
MANIFOLDS
M. COCOS
Abstract. Geodesically complete affine manifolds are quotients
of the Euclidean space through a properly discontinuous action of
a subgroup of affine Euclidean transformations. An equivalent def-
inition is that the tangent bundle of such a manifold admits a flat,
symmetric and complete connection. If the completeness assump-
tion is dropped, the manifold is not necessarily obtained as the
quotient of the Euclidean space through a properly discontinuous
group of affine transformations. In fact the universal cover may
no longer be the Euclidean space. The main result of this paper
states that all compact affine manifolds have 0 Euler characteristic
and that the fundamental group of these manifolds is non-trivial.
1. Introduction
The problem of classifying the manifolds which can be obtained as
quotients of a group action on the affine Euclidean space En has a
long history and it was initiated by Hilbert. More precisely, Hilbert’s
18th problem was asking for the classification of crystalographic groups,
that is, discrete groups of Euclidean isometries such that the fundamen-
tal domain for their action is compact. The problem was completely
solved by Biberbach. If the group consists of affine transformations of
the Euclidean space then we call such a group an affine crystalographic
group. In ([1]) L.Auslander anounced that an affine crystalographic
group has to be virtually solvable( i.e. it must contain a solvable group
of finite index). His proof proved to be incomplete and thus the re-
sult became the famous Auslander Conjecture. The conjecture was
proved for dimensions two and three by Fried and Goldman in ([2])
and later on Soifer ([8]) and Tomanov ([10]) extended the result up to
dimension eight. Since the group is canonically isomorphic with the
fundamental group of the manifold, the Auslander Conjecture could
be viewed as a first attempt to understand the topology of compact,
geodesicaly complete affine manifolds. Little is known in the case when
the geodesically complete condition is dropped. The main result of this
paper proves that the Euler characteristic has to be zero and that there
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are no simply connected compact affine manifolds. Due to the work of
Milnor-Sullivan-Benzecri for surface it was already known that the only
one admitting an afine structure is the torus. In higher dimensions the
family of affine manifolds contains Seifert manifolds and Hopf mani-
folds. A tentative list of relatively recent partial results which hint to
our more general result is [3],[4] and [6].
2. Affine manifolds. Definition, examples, basic
properties and the main result.
LetMn be a smooth n-dimensional manifold. Let (ψi)i∈I be an atlas
of charts
ψi : Ui → Rn,
such that the restriction of a coordinate transformation ψioψ
−1
j is an
euclidean affine transformation of Rn. A manifold admitting such an
atlas is called an affine manifold. Let Mn be an affine manifold and
let U be a local coordinate neighborhood together with the affine coor-
dinate functions (xi)i=1,n. Let F = (∂xi)i=1,n be the natural frame of
vector fields induced by the local coordinate functions. Then we can
define on U a flat connection by declaring the frame F parallel. If we
change the local coordinates to another system of affine coordinates
(yj)j=1,n the Christofell symbols of the connection will transform to
Γkij =
∂2y
∂xi∂xj
= 0,
hence the connection is independent of the choice of affine coordinates,
thus a global flat connection. The reasoning from above can go both
directions and in conclusion we can view an affine manifold as a man-
ifold which admits a flat symmetric connection in the tangent bundle.
If the flat connection defined as above is geodesically complete we call
the manifold a geodesically compete affine manifold. For such mani-
folds we have the following:
Theorem Let M be a geodesically complete affine manifold. Then
the exponential map is a covering map and the fundamental group of the
manifold acts on the tangent space by Euclidean affine transformations.
This is a classic result due to Ambrose-Cartan-Hicks and its proof can
be found in ([11]).
The problem of classifying non-compact geodesically incomplete man-
ifolds is unrealistic since one can obtain such a manifold by removing
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a closed set from En. Examples of compact geodesically incomplete
manifolds are not that numerous. Let us show that Sn × S1 admits
a geodesically incomplete affine structure. The universal cover of this
manifold is Sn×R and is diffeomorphic to En+1∗ = Rn+1\{0}. We shall
now describe the construction of the affine structure on Sn × S1. Let
i =
√−1, x ∈ Rn+1 and f : En+1∗ → Sn × S1 be defined as
(1) f(x) = (
x
|x| , e
i log |x|).
Let Γ = (φa)a∈Z be a discrete group of affine transformations of R
n+1
defined as
(2) φa(x) = e
2piax,
and observe that the covering map f is equivariant through the action
of Γ, thus
S
n × S1 = En+1∗ /Γ
so that the euclidean connection from En+1∗ can be pushed forward to
S
n×S1. It is clear that the above constructed affine structure on Sn×S1
is not geodesically complete.
Our main result is:
Theorem 2.1. Let M be a compact affine manifold. Then the Euler
characteristic of M is 0 and the fundamental group is non-trivial.
Proof. Without the loss of generality we may assume that M is
orientable. We shall prove first that M cannot be simply connected.
Assume the contrary. Then( see [5] for details) the parallel transport
does not depend on the path and we can parrallely translate a frame
of tangent vectors from a point to anywhere on the manifold, thus
obtaining a global frame of parallel vector fields. Let this frame be Ek
with k = 1, n. Now let c = c(s) be a geodesic line for some s ∈ I. Since
c is a geodesic we have
(3) ∇c′c′ = 0,
where c′ is the velocity of c. Since Ek is a global frame we note that
(4) c′(s) =
∑
k
ak(s)Ek,
and taking into account (3) we obtain that
a′k(s) = 0
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for any s ∈ I and k = 1, n. Therefore,
c′(s) =
∑
k
akEk,
with ak constants. Since the vector field
X =
∑
k
akEk
is defined globally on the compact manifoldM and since c is an integral
curve, it follows that I = R. Because of the fact that the geodesic c was
arbitrary it follows that M is a geodesically complete affine manifold,
and therefore it has to be covered by Rn, hence diffeomorphic to R⋉.
Due to the fact that M is compact we get a contradiction. To prove
that the Euler characteristic is 0 let us observe that since ∇ is a locally
metric connection (which is the case for any flat connection) then its
Euler form E is well defined globally (it does not depend on the local
metric!). A more detailed explanation of this is given in the next sec-
tion. It is a known fact in the theory of characteristic classes ( see [9]
for details) that the Euler form defines a cohomology class. Since M
admits a flat connection, we shall prove in the next section that we can
deform this connection into D the Levi-Civitta connection of a global
metric g on M . It follows that the Euler form of ∇ and the Euler form
of D define the same cohomology class, hence the conclusion of the
theorem follows.

3. The Euler form of a locally metric connection
Let us briefly describe the construction of the Euler form associated
to a metric connection. Let M be an n-dimensional oriented manifold,
g a Riemannian metric and, D its associated Levi-Civita connection.
Let (ei)i=1,n be a positive local orthonormal frame with respect to g and
let (θi)i=1,n be the connection forms with respect to the frame (ei)i=1,n.
They are defined by the equations
(5) Dej = θijei.
The matrix (θij) is skew-symmetric. The curvature forms are defined
by the Cartan’s second structural equation
(6) Ωij = dθij + θik ∧ θkj
and the matrix (Ωij) is skew symmetric as well. The matrix (Ωij)
globally defines an endomorphism of the tangent bundle, and therefore
the trace is independent of the choice of the local frame (ei). Moreover,
since the matrix (Ωij) is skew-symmetric, the determinant is a ”perfect
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square”, hence the square root is also invariant under a change of the
positive local frame. We know define the Euler form of D as
(7) E(D) =
√
detΩ.
From (7) we see that E is an n-form defined globally onM , hence it de-
fines a cohomology class. It is easy to see that the actual construction
of E does not depend on the metric g. In other words, let us choose
another metric h which is compatible with D.( i.e. Dh = 0). If we now
consider (fi) a positive, local frame which is orthonormal with respect
to h, then the matrix of the curvature forms is still skew-symmetric,
and since the value of the determinant does not change, it follows that
the square root does not change( since the frame is still positively ori-
ented). In conclusion the Euler form is defined globally for locally
metric connections and defines a cohomology class. The next key in-
gredient is the fact that the cohomology class (hence its integral over
M) does not depend on the choice of the connection. If we choose two
globally metric connections D and ∇ with associated metrics g and h,
then it is easy to see that we can deform the connection D continuously
into ∇. We consider the metric(defined globally) by
g(t) = tg + (1− t)h
and then the corresponding Levi-Civita connection D(t) is obviously a
deformation of ∇ into D. Note that in general
(8) D(t) 6= tD + (1− t)∇.
The above construction of the deformation D(t) is based on the fact
thatD and∇ are assumed to be globally metric. The following theorem
proves that such a deformation can be found in the case of locally
metric connections if we assume that the tangent bundle admits a flat
connection.
Theorem 3.1. If M is a manifold endowed with a flat connection ∇,
then the moduli space of locally metric connections is path connected.
Moreover, the cohomology class of the Euler form of ∇ is the same as
the cohomology class of any global metric connection on M .
Proof. We will actually prove that the space of locally metric con-
nections of M is star-shaped with respect to ∇. Let D be a locally
metric connection on M . Let t ∈ [0, 1].We shall prove that
(9) D(t) = (1− t)∇+ tD
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is locally metric. Note that the connection defined by (9) is symmetric.
Fix t ∈ [0, 1] and p ∈ M . In a sufficiently small neighborhood U of
p we want to construct a metric compatible with D(t). If U is small
enough we can find (x1, x2, ...., xn) affine coordinates with respect to
∇ and g a metric compatible with D. Let us compute the Christoffel
symbols of D(t). We have
(10) D(t)∂xi∂xj = tΓ
k
ij∂xk,
where Γkij are the Christoffel symbols of D. Here U can be chosen to
be contractible and now let us compare the restricted holonomy group
ofs D and D(t) with respect to the point p and the open set U . Let
H1 be the holonomy group of D(t) and H2 the holonomy group of D.
If we show that H1 is a subgroup of H2, and since D is metric on
U , we conclude that H1 can be faithfully represented as a subgroup
of SO(n) and according to [7] is metric on U . We shall explicitly
construct the injective homomorphism between H1 and H2. Let us
choose γ : [0, 1]→ U a closed path at the point p and let γ1 and γ2 be
the induced elements in H1 and H2 respectively. With respect to the
local affine coordinates (x1, x2, ..., xn) the path γ has components c
i(s).
Let a = ai∂xi ∈ TpM . Let w = w(s) the parallel transport of a with
respect to D and v = v(s) with respect to D(t). Then by definition
γ1(a) = v(1),
and
γ2(a) = w(1).
The coordinate functions of the vector field v satisfy:
(11)


dvk
ds
= tΓkijc
ivj ,
v(0) = a
and the coordinate functions of the vector field w satisfy:
(12)


dwk
ds
= Γkijc
iwj,
w(0) = a.
Now integrating both (11) and (12), we evaluate at s = 1 and we define
(13) At(γ1)(a)) = γ2(a),
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where
(14) At : H1 → H2
is a well defined and injective homomorphism which depends only on
t and the choice of the coordinates (x1, x2, ...., xn).
To complete the proof of the theorem we have to show that if ∇ is
deformed into a global metric connection D then, E the Euler form of
∇ and E ′ the Euler form of D represent the same cohomology class.
To see this we note that the deformation D(t) of ∇ into D defines a
locally metric connection on M × [0, 1](it is locally the product metric
of the metric which is parallel w.r.t D(t) and dt2). Let us denote the
connection on M × [0, 1] by D and its associated Euler form by A. We
obviously have
dA = 0,
and if we define a family of maps
it :M → M × [0, 1]
by
it(p) = (p, t),
and since the Euler form behaves nicely w.r.t pullbacks, we have
i∗0A = E
and
i∗1A = E ′
and using a well known argument we draw the conclusion that
E − E ′
is exact on M , and the conclusion of the theorem follows.

REMARKS:
a) The proof of the fact that the moduli space of locally metric
connections is path connected makes essential use of the fact
that the manifold is affine. It might be interesting to see if this
is true in general without the assumption that M is affine.
b) Since every three dimensional manifold is parallelizable it might
be interesting to see which 3-dimensional manifolds admit an
affine structure. According to Theorem 2.1 we see that S3 does
not admit an affine structure. How about 3-dimensional hyper-
bolic manifolds?
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